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Abstract

This note surveys the existing designs for Key Derivation Functions (KDFs), the purposes for which they are used, and their security and usability goals. Importantly, some important protocols use KDFs for multiple purposes. We offer conclusions to guide future standards work and research on KDFs.
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1. Introduction

This section provides background and terminology.

There are many different KDF designs being utilized in the Internet community and beyond. Most of these designs appear in the specification of a protocol or application, and their use is intended only for that particular protocol or application. These protocol-specific KDFs are cataloged in Section 4. There are also some KDFs that are intended for use in multiple applications or protocols; we catalog these protocol-independent KDFs in Section 3. There are different purposes for which KDFs are used, each with its own distinct security goals. We summarize these purposes in Section 2.

We take a broad view of what functions can be regarded as KDFs.

Some KDFs use a two-stage process. The first stage is called "extraction" and it takes a variable-length input that is random or pseudorandom, but which may not be uniformly distributed. The second stage is called "expansion", and it takes the fixed-length output of the extraction stage and generates a variable-length pseudorandom output.

An extraction stage can be based on a computational assumption (such as the inability of a computationally limited attacker to find preimages of a certain function, for instance). This case is called a computational extractor. Alternatively, an extraction stage can rely on demonstrable statistical properties of some function (as done with universal hashing, for example). This case is called a statistical extractor.

KDF terminology is non-uniform; they are sometimes called pseudo-random functions (PRFs).

This note is motivated in part by interesting recent work on general-purpose KDFs [I-D.krawczyk-hkdf].

1.1. Conventions Used In This Document

The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT", "SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED", "MAY", and "OPTIONAL" in this document are to be interpreted as described in [RFC2119].

2. Purposes of Key Derivation Functions

The purposes for which KDFs are used can be categorized as follows. KDFs are used to:
1. Generate one or more keys from a (uniformly random or pseudorandom) seed value. In this case, no extraction stage is needed. This use requires that the key provided as input is "uniformly" random or pseudorandom; it is not sufficient that the seed is unpredictable.

2. Generate one or more keys from a Diffie-Hellman shared secret. An extraction stage is needed, because the DH shared secret is not uniformly distributed.

3. Generate key material from a non-uniform random source. In this case, an extraction stage is needed.

4. Generate a key from a passphrase. An extraction stage is needed.

In use case #2, computational extraction seems to be needed, because statistical extraction would be inefficient. In use case #3, either statistical or computational extraction could be used.

KDFs designed for use case #4 usually have additional properties. Some functions dedicated to this purpose are designed to be computationally intensive in order to increase the cost of exhaustive password searching.

It is easy to design a KDF suitable for use #1, because the use case matches that of a pseudorandom function. It is much trickier to design a function suitable for #2 or #3. There has been a good deal of theoretical work in this area, and it is now possible to cite some provable security results, though many of those methods are not currently used in practice (and some methods may be too inefficient to warrant use in practice). It is open to question how much effort should be exerted designing a function for use #4, considering that any system that derives secret keys from passwords will be vulnerable to dictionary attacks.

2.1. Inputs

The following inputs appear in some different KDF designs:

   - An unpredictable seed value.
   - The length of derived keying material.
   - A "salt" value that is different across different runs of the protocol, but which may be public information.
   - An identifier indicating the use for which the derived keys are intended.
An identifier indicating an entity associated with the seed value and derived key.

Not all KDF designs have all of these inputs.

2.2. Design Goals for KDFs

The essential goal for a KDF is security; if used properly it must meet its security goals. Ideally, it should also be robust against accidental misuse.

It is desirable that a KDF design be simple. Complexity should be avoided in the specification, implementation, and the interface to the KDF.

It is desirable that a KDF be reusable, that is, that a KDF design can be used across multiple applications.

A protocol or application that uses a KDF should be able to easily replace the KDF that it uses; i.e. it should have KDF agility. IKE and TLS have this property to some extent.

It should be easy to validate a KDF implementation as being correct. To this end, a KDF design should define test cases that can be used in known-answer tests.

3. Protocol Independent KDFs

The following KDF definitions have been specified, and are used by one or more of the networking standards documented later in this memo.

3.1. HKDF

The HMAC-based Extract-and-Expand Key Derivation Function (HKDF) [I-D.krawczyk-hkdf] specifies a KDF with an optional extraction phase followed by an expansion phase. The combination of the extraction and expansion steps of HKDF is intended for use cases #2 or #3 (or even #4) whereas the expansion phase by itself is suitable for use case #1.

3.2. NIST SP 800-108

The NIST Recommendation for Key Derivation Using Pseudorandom Functions KDFs [SP800-108] defines three KDFs (using counter mode, feedback mode, and a double-pipeline iteration mode) all of which assume an input of a uniform pseudorandom value, and which require
identifiers for the key usage and optionally accept identifiers for the entities associated with the keys. They were developed specifically for use case #1. These functions use a cryptographic hash function or a block cipher as an underlying primitive.

3.3. NIST SP 800-90

The NIST Recommendation for Random Number Generation Using Deterministic Random Bit Generators (Revised) [SP800-90] defines KDFs intended for use case #3. Of the inputs that we consider, these functions accept only a seed value. They have additional properties, such as backtracking resistance.

3.4. PKCS #5

The first KDF described by PKCS #5: Password-Based Cryptography Specification Version 2.0 [RFC2898] is PBKDF. It is a hash function in OFB mode. The second KDF described is PBKDF2, which is an HMAC iterated KDF, with all of the iterates XORed together. These functions have the property that they can be computationally expensive, in order to thwart dictionary attacks against keys derived from user-generated passwords.

These KDFs were designed for use case #4, but is seen in other use cases as well.

Notes:

- Neither KDF defined in PKCS #5 matches either the NIST KDF definitions or HKDF. However, it should be noted that none of these KDF definitions were intended to be used for a use case #4.

4. Protocol Specific KDFs

Many Internet and other network protocols have described one or more particular KDFs as part of their specification. This section summarizes how the KDF was designed, and in which of the use cases described in Section 2 each KDF is deployed. Particular attention is paid as to whether the KDF meets the requirements of the specifications in the previous section ([SP800-108], [I-D.krawczyk-hkdf], Section 3.4) or Section 5 of [SP800-56A].

4.1. NIST SP 800-56A

The NIST Recommendation for Pair-Wise Key Establishment Schemes Using Discrete Logarithm Cryptography [SP800-108] describes two counter mode KDFs. They are similar, but differ in that one is intended for
use with ASN.1 encodings. These KDFs take a Diffie-Hellman shared secret as a seed input, and are intended for use case #2. They require as input identifiers for the key usage and identifiers for the entities associated with the key establishment protocol.

4.2. ANSI X9.42

The ANSI Public Key Cryptography for the Financial Services Industry: Agreement of Symmetric Keys Using Discrete Logarithm Cryptography [X9.42] defines a hash function KDF. It is intended for use cases #1 and #2.

4.3. ANSI X9.63

The ANSI Public Key Cryptography for the Financial Services Industry Key Agreement and Key Transport Using Elliptic Curve Cryptography [X9.63] defines a hash function in counter mode. It is intended for use cases #1 and #2.

4.4. IEEE 1363-2000

The IEEE Standard Specifications for Public-Key Cryptography [IEEE1363] defines KDF1, a key derivation function used with public key key agreement schemes. It describes a keyed hash of the DH result and a string. This is use case #2.

Notes:

- KDF1 nearly matches SP 800-56A, but it does not include a counter input. The standard also does not clearly define how the key derivation parameters associated with the session are determined.

- The KDF1 specification says that it was derived from ANSI X9.42.

- KDF1 does not match HKDF. It does not include an Extract function, but nearly matches the Expand function (again, the absent counter input) as long as the output only requires one iteration of the HKDF HMAC-Hash function.

4.5. IEEE 1363a-2004

Am amendment to IEEE 1363 [IEEE1363a] adds a new KDF2 to the IEEE 1363 standard. It describes a KDF that is a hash function in counter mode. This is use case #2.

Notes:
KDF2 matches SP 800-56A (other than the ordinal position of the counter differs). However, the standard does not clearly define how the key derivation parameters associated with the session are determined.

- The KDF2 specification says that it was derived from ANSI X9.42-2001 and ANSI X9.63.
- KDF2 does not match HKDF. It does not include an Extract function, and the Expand function is a counter mode KDF, not a feedback mode KDF.

4.6. ISO-18033-2

The KDFs defined in Encryption algorithms -- Part 2: Asymmetric ciphers [ISO-18033-2] are a more general version of those those in SP 800-56A; the latter specification mandates inputs that are not present in the ISO-18033-2 specification. The ISO-18033-2 KDFs are intended to be used with a DH result as input, which make them suitable for use case #2.

4.7. TLS Version 1.2

P_SHA256 is defined in Section 5 of The Transport Layer Security (TLS) Protocol, Version 1.2 [RFC5246]. This KDF uses HMAC in output feedback mode. Two KDF computations are specified: deriving the "master_secret" from the "pre_master_secret", followed by derivation of session keys (the "key_block") from the "master_secret". The KDF is applied as both use cases #1 and #2, as follows:

- Use case #1 occurs when the pre_master_secret is distributed by the client (Section 8.1.1 of RFC 5246).
- Use case #2 occurs when the pre_master_secret is derived from Diffie-Hellman (Section 8.1.2 of RFC 5246).
- Use case #1 occurs when the key_block is computed from the master_secret (Section 6.3 of RFC 5246).

Notes:

- When P_SHA256 is used for a use case #1, it nearly matches the "KDF in Feedback Mode" specified in SP 800-108. It is missing only the L ("length of the derived keying material") input.
- The feedback construction of P_SHA256 does not conform to either Concatenation Key Derivation Function defined in SP 800-56A. Also, P_SHA256 uses an HMAC construction whereas SP 800-56A describes a
keyed hash function.

- When P_SHA256 is used for a use case #1, it nearly matches the HKDF-Expand function, but is missing the counter input).
- For use case #2, P-SHA256 does not conform to HKDF. It specifies an HMAC of the seed rather than a HKDF-Extract function, and omits the counter input to HKDF-Expand.

4.8. TLS Version 1.1

This KDF is the result of P_MD5 XOR P_SHA1 (Section 5 of The Transport Layer Security (TLS) Protocol Version 1.1 [RFC4346]).

This KDF is an HMAC in an OFB mode variant. An HMAC PRF is called twice for each derivation: once with MD5 as the hash function and once with SHA1 as the hash function. The results of the two PRF calls are XORed together and become the output of the KDF. The KDF is applied as both use cases #1 and #2, as described for TLS 1.2:

Notes:

- The P_MD5 XOR P_SHA1 does not match either SP 800-108 or SP 800-56A. The use of MD5 is strongly discouraged, in general, though this use of MD5 is believed to provide adequate security.
- The P_MD5 XOR P_SHA1 does not match HKDF.

4.9. IKEv1

The Internet Key Exchange (IKE) [RFC2409] defines a KDF, which it calls a PRF. The "HMAC version of the negotiated hash algorithm" is used as the default KDF (Section 4 of RFC 2409). Hash algorithms currently defined in the IANA IPsec Registry include SHA-1, SHA-256, SHA-384, and SHA-512. The KDF used to protect IKEv1 messages ("phase 1 prf") is composed of two serialized PRF operations, where the data given to the PRF depends on the type of authentication used in the IKEv1 exchange. The KDF is applied as use case #1 or #2 depending on the type of authentication.

IKEv1 also generates keying material for IPsec using a PRF, where the keying material used with the PRF is the result of the phase 1 PRF.

Notes:

- None of the KDFs match either SP 800-108 or SP 800-56A.
None of the KDFs match HKDF.

### 4.10. IKEv2: HMAC

The Internet Key Exchange (IKEv2) Protocol [RFC4306] defines a KDF, which it calls PRF+ (Section 2.13 of RFC 4306). PRF+ uses a negotiated hash algorithm. In this section we consider negotiated HMAC algorithms, which used creates a KDF that is an HMAC in an OFB mode. It is first used to extract the SKEYSEED from a shared Diffie-Hellman result (use case #1). The KDF is then used to create a set of shared keys using SKEYSEED (use case #2).

**Notes:**

- PRF+ strictly conforms to HKDF: deriving SKEYSEED matches the HKDF-Extract step, and derivation of the shared keys matches the HKDF-Expand step.

- Deriving SKEYSEED does not conform to SP 800-56A: it specifies the use of an HMAC (where nonces are used as the "key" input) rather than a hash. Also, the it is missing data inputs of a counter and "other information".

- Deriving the set of shared keys from SKEYSEED very nearly conforms to SP 800-108 but the inputs are different: a counter is included but concatenated after S, S is not necessarily a null terminated string, and the ("length of the derived keying material") input is missing.

### 4.11. IKEv2: CMAC

A CMAC hash function has been defined for IKEv2: The Advanced Encryption Standard- Cipher-based Message Authentication Code-Pseudo-Random Function-128 (AES-CMAC-PRF-128) [RFC4615]. This KDF can be used as an alternative to the HMAC methods described in the previous IKEv2 section; it is used identically.

This KDF uses AES with a fixed key, and offers no theoretical justification for this practice. This makes it vulnerable to a related-key attack, making it unsuitable for general-purpose use.

**Note:**

- Deriving SKEYSEED does not conform to SP 800-56A (as described in the previous section).

- Deriving the set of shared keys from SKEYSEED very nearly conforms to SP 800-108 but the inputs are different (as described in the
HKDF only supports the use of HMAC-based key derivation functions, so AES-CMAC-PRF-128 does not conform to HKDF.

4.12. SSH

The Secure Shell (SSH) Transport Layer Protocol [RFC4253] KDF is defined in Section 7.2 of RFC 4253. The input keying material to the KDF is a Diffie-Hellman result, which is use case #2.

Notes:

- The SSH KDF does not conform to SP 800-56A. A hash function is used to expand the DH result and it uses a counter beginning at 0x65, which are necessary components to conform. However, the ordinal positions of the counter inputs does not match SP 800-56A. Also, the other inputs (H and session_id) do not match either SP 800-56A definition, although it can be noted that the session_id argument was generated from identifiers unique to the two communicating parties.

4.13. SRTP

The Secure Real-time Transport Protocol [RFC3711] defined AES-CM-PRF, which construction is defined in Section 4.3. This KDF uses AES in counter (CTR) mode to produce keying material.

A counter mode PRF requires a uniformly random key, so without any further processing must fall into use case #1. Most key management standards (e.g., RFC 4568) for SRTP do result in a uniformly random secret key.

An emerging key management method for SRTP [I-D.ietf-avt-dtls-srtp] uses the TLS KDF to provide a shared secret to SRTP. In the cases where the TLS shared secret is a secret key, use case #1 applies. However, in the case of a Diffie-Hellman result being the source of the TLS pre-master-secret, this would be considered a use case #2 (even though the master_secret used as source to the SRTP KDF is a uniformly random key).

Notes:

- The AES-CM-PRF KDF is based on a counter mode cipher, which does not conform to SP 800-56A or SP 800-108, or HKDF.

The S/MIME Diffie-Hellman Key Agreement Method (RFC 2631) contains a KDF in Section 2.1.2. Two inputs are given to the SHA-1 hash function: The DH result, and a set of "other information" specific to the communicating parties encoded as ASN.1. This is strictly a use case #2.

Notes:

- The KDF matches SP 800-56A Approved Alternative 2, with the exception that the counter is included in the "OtherInfo" input rather than as an explicit argument to the hash function.
- The KDF does not match the specification of HKDF.

4.15. CMS

The Cryptographic Message Syntax (CMS) Algorithms (RFC3770) describes the use of PBKDF2. See Section 3.4.

4.16. S/MIME

The Secure/Multipurpose Internet Mail Extensions (S/MIME) Version 3.2 Message Specification (RFC 5751) specifies the KDF in CMS (RFC5754). See Section 3.4.

4.17. Kerberos

A Pseudo-Random Function (PRF) for the Kerberos V Generic Security Service Application Program Interface (GSS-API) Mechanism (RFC4402) defines a KDF described as "PRF+". It is a pseudorandom function in counter mode, where the pseudorandom function is defined as part of a cryptographic profile. RFC 3962 [RFC3962] defines an AES profile that defines its pseudorandom function as PBKDF2 with a HMAC SHA-1 hash. See Section 3.4.

4.18. OpenPGP

String-to-Key (S2K) Function in "OpenPGP Message Format" [RFC4880]. Hash function in counter mode. The preferred implementation takes a salt and passphrase as inputs, and is iterated. In this mode a configured hash function (e.g., SHA256).

Notes:
The KDF does not match either the NIST KDF definitions or HKDF.

5. Conclusions

There are many KDF designs, and there is discouragingly little compatibility between them. Even where KDFs are similar, they most often have incompatibilities that would prevent interoperability. On the positive side, it appears that there are many ways to design adequately secure KDFs.

The most prevalent Internet key management protocols, IKE and TLS, use their KDFs for both use cases #1 and #2. This fact shows the value of a multi-purpose KDF, such as HKDF. Ideally, any KDF designed for multi-purpose Internet use should be suitable for both IKE and TLS. (Interestingly, both IKE and TLS use HMAC as an extractor, but IKE uses nonces as the HMAC key and the DH shared secret as the "message" input, while TLS does the reverse.)

One potential demerit of a multi-purpose design is complexity. The benefit of using one KDF for two or three purposes could be negated if the KDF was two or three times as complex as each of the single-purpose KDFs that it is intended to replace.

In order to promote KDF reusability and agility, it may be worthwhile to devise a standard interface between a KDF and a protocol. Since the complexity of a KDF increases as the number of its inputs increases, any such standard should avoid the temptation to proliferate inputs. (Consider, for instance, the need to validate an implementation across the range of admissible inputs.)

There are a great many KDFs designed for use in Diffie-Hellman protocols (use case #2), all of which use hash functions, some in the HMAC construction.

Any KDF suitable for use case #3 is likely to be suitable for use case #2. It could be valuable if the existing protocol-independent KDFs that target use case #3 [SP800-90] are found to be suitable for use case #2.

5.1. Future Work

The importance of KDF security warrants more attention; it would be useful to reference and summarize theoretical analyses of

There are no standards that make use of statistical extractors, though there have been a number of theoretical results in the area. One promising approach is the use of statistical extractors for
Diffie-Hellman protocols, in which the extractor is tailored to the specific mathematical group in which the DH protocol is operating. For instance, an elliptic curve group would use a specific extractor, and a particular group of integers modulo a prime would use a different extractor. To use this approach in a protocol, it would be necessary to associate an extractor with a mathematical group; extraction could be incorporated into the group-specific computations. There would still need to be an expand stage. It may be useful to add a statistical extractor to an existing protocol as an additional step, in order to add robustness to the extraction stage, while retaining the existing KDF. In this scenario, the existing KDF is relieved of meeting the security goals of use case #2, and instead need only meet those of use case #1.

Further analysis of the KDFs referenced in this note would be useful. For each of the KDFs referenced in this note, it would be good to know

- Under what conditions is it secure? If it relies on a computational assumption, what is that assumption? If it relies on a statistical extractor, what are the requirements of the inputs of that extractor?
- Are there test cases for the KDF?
- If the KDF is used in a protocol or application, does that protocol or application admit the replacement of the KDF? If so, what is its interface (does it take a "salt" input, for example).

There are more KDFs that could be analyzed and included in future versions of this note, but we believe that analysis of these other less-used KDFs would not change our conclusions.

6. Security Considerations

The KDF selected for use should meet or exceed the security requirements of its particular usage.

7. IANA Considerations

This note has no actions for IANA. This section should be removed by the RFC editor before publication as an RFC.
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